NOTES:

1. MATERIALS:
   HOUSING: GLASS FILLED PBT
   COLOR: NATURAL/WHITE
   CONTACTS: SILVER PLATED COPPER ALLOY

2. FOR SOLID AND STRANDED WIRE AWG 22-18

3. COMPLIES WITH DIRECTIVE 2002/95/EC (ROHS)

4. M3 SCREW TO BE USED FOR MOUNTING

   DATE CODE YY-WW-D ANY WHERE EXCEPT OVER LOGO OR +/- SIGN.

5. MATERIALS:
   HOUSING: GLASS FILLED PBT
   COLOR: NATURAL/WHITE
   CONTACTS: SILVER PLATED COPPER ALLOY

6. FOR SOLID AND STRANDED WIRE AWG 22-18

7. COMPLIES WITH DIRECTIVE 2002/95/EC (ROHS)

8. M3 SCREW TO BE USED FOR MOUNTING

   DATE CODE YY-WW-D ANY WHERE EXCEPT OVER LOGO OR +/- SIGN.

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER
LUMAWISE LED HOLDER Z50 LOW PROFILE 2213254-1
LUMAWISE LED HOLDER Z50 STANDARD PROFILE 2213254-2
LUMAWISE LED HOLDER Z50 LOW PROFILE 2213254-1
LUMAWISE LED HOLDER Z50 STANDARD PROFILE 2213254-2

M3 SCREW HOLES
WIRE ENTRANCE
LED CLAMPING FEATURE
LED PRESSURE CONTACTS

SCALE 3:2

2213254-1 AS SHOWN

CUSTOMER DRAWING
2213254-1 AS SHOWN

LUMAWISE LED HOLDER Z50 LOW PROFILE 2213254-1
LUMAWISE LED HOLDER Z50 STANDARD PROFILE 2213254-2

NOTE:

1. MATERIALS:
   HOUSING: GLASS FILLED PBT
   COLOR: NATURAL/WHITE
   CONTACTS: SILVER PLATED COPPER ALLOY

2. FOR SOLID AND STRANDED WIRE AWG 22-18

3. COMPLIES WITH DIRECTIVE 2002/95/EC (ROHS)

4. M3 SCREW TO BE USED FOR MOUNTING

   DATE CODE YY-WW-D ANY WHERE EXCEPT OVER LOGO OR +/- SIGN.

5. MATERIALS:
   HOUSING: GLASS FILLED PBT
   COLOR: NATURAL/WHITE
   CONTACTS: SILVER PLATED COPPER ALLOY

6. FOR SOLID AND STRANDED WIRE AWG 22-18

7. COMPLIES WITH DIRECTIVE 2002/95/EC (ROHS)

8. M3 SCREW TO BE USED FOR MOUNTING

   DATE CODE YY-WW-D ANY WHERE EXCEPT OVER LOGO OR +/- SIGN.
THE SKETCH BELOW IS SHOWING THE NOMINAL LED COB DIMENSIONS TO MATCH WITH THE Z50 LED HOLDER 1919.

FOR TECHNICAL DETAILS ABOUT A PROPER MATCH WITH A SPECIFIC LED COB ARRAY, PLEASE CONTACT A REPRESENTATIVE AT TE-CONNECTIVITY.